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A B S T R A C T

 

Bi-directional power converters are utilized for effective management of available electrical energy 
associated with renewable energy systems with the use of an energy storage system. Improved hybrid 

three quasi z source converter (IHTQZSC) is proposed in this paper which has been providing a higher 

voltage gain without any switched capacitor or charge pump cells. IHTQZSC has been intended for bi-
directional power transfer and control applications in this paper. The converter ensures a widespread 

voltage gain in a single stage DC↔AC power conversion system with lesser shoot-through time instants. 

The competence of the converter is acclaimed with voltage stress, current stress, peak switching device 
power and power losses compared with the other high voltage gain converters. Impact of voltage gain 

and power drawn by the converter on the efficiency has been explained. The four-quadrant power control 
is achieved with the constant switching frequency predictive controller. The DC-link voltage of the 

converter is controlled with a PI controller, and a predictive controller is used for the grid current 

tracking. The bi-directional working of the converter is illustrated with MATLAB/Simulink software 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2023.36.07a.06 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Recent developments in the fields of renewable energy 

extraction, electric vehicles (EVs) and energy storage 

systems (ESS) are associated with an efficient power 

electronic interface (PEI). PEI plays a critical role in DC-

DC, DC-AC, AC-AC and AC-DC power conversion 

systems either by step-up or step-down the voltage and 

allowing uni-directional or bi-directional power transfer. 

High gain DC-DC converter along with 9 level multilevel 

inverter is used for interfacing hybrid energy system to 

the utility [1]. An interleaved DC-DC converter has been 

designed to reduce voltage stress and providing higher 

voltage gain compared with a conventional boost 

converter [2]. The diode bridge rectifier (DBR) is used 

along with a further stage of DC-DC converter in uni-

directional AC-DC power conversion [3, 4]. A voltage 

source converter (VSC) is used on behalf of DBR for AC-

DC power conversion, popularly known as a PWM 

rectifier, which can improve the power quality on the 

source side and allows bi-directional power transferring 
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[5-8]. So far, the different PEI discussed are of two-stage 

power conversion systems. A DBR or a VSC facilitates 

in rectification stage and a DC-DC converter is 

accustomed to either step-up or step-down the dc voltage 

[9]. Bi-directional PEI is preferred over uni-directional 

PEI, particularly in EVs and ESS, as it reduces the cost 

and volume of the system. Furthermore, AC-DC bi-

directional PEI is capable of maintaining an active and 

reactive power balance in the system.  

Impedance source converters (ISC) are providing 

higher voltage gain in a single-stage power conversion 

system. Shoot-through phenomena in VSC are avoided 

with the introduction of dead time in between switching 

devices on the same leg. Dead-time is no need to provide 

among the switches of the same leg in ISC. Shoot-

through states (STS) are intended for voltage boost 

functionality in ISC, whereas STS are avoided in VSC. 

These shortcomings in VSC are overcome with the ISC, 

which can use the STS to boost the input voltage while 

the power is transferring to the loads in normal switching 

states. The family of ISC is developed based on the 
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operating principle of the basic z source converter (ZSC) 

[10]. Quasi Z source converter (QZSC) inherits the 

features of ZSC without any change in voltage gain, 

developed to provide a common DC-rail with reduced 

capacitor stress [11].  

Further, different ISC are developed to meet high 

voltage gain, reduced voltage and current stresses [12-

16]. QZSC is facilitated as a bi-directional DC-DC 

converter [17]. Battery assisted ZSC with an ultra-

capacitor as an input source is worked as a bi-directional 

converter for electric drive applications [18]. All regions 

of locomotive operation are discussed with bi-directional 

ZSC [19]. The working of ISC depends on the insertion 

of STS along with the conventional switching states. The 

pulse width modulation (PWM) methods are developed 

to include STS along with non shoot-through switching 

states (nSTS) for the voltage buck-boost action of ISC, 

among which simple boost control (SBC) method is 

eminently implemented in most of the applications [20]. 

The DC-link voltage of the ISC are regulated along with 

the inductor current ripples with a dual-loop control 

method, requires two PI controllers [21]. ISC has been 

developed with switched capacitor or charge pump based 

configuration. It has been identified that atleast a 

capacitor is carrying a load current in these converters, 

which can increase the rating of the capacitor such that 

size and cost of the converters has been increased [22-

25]. MPC is a very attractive control method that can be 

implemented for most power electronic applications. PI 

controllers are not needed with the MPC. Direct MPC has 

been changed to working at a constant switching 

frequency in a grid-connected IHTQZC [26]. The 

comparison of traditional VSC and ZSC is carried out in 

fuel cell applications [27].  

Significant research has to be enforced to analyze the 

performance of high voltage gain bi-directional ISC in 

various applications. Low voltage gain ZSC and QZSC 

are assigned in most of the applications so far developed. 

This paper elaborates on the ability of high voltage gain 

IHTQZSC among other ISC by considering the details 

about the voltage and current stresses, pea switching 

device power and power losses that occurred in the 

converters. This paper addresses bi-directional power 

conversion working of IHTQZSC. Instead of two PI 

controllers [20] for DC-link voltage regulation, a single 

PI controller is addressed in this paper. The grid current 

of the converter is controlled with a predictive controller 

(PC), which accomplishes a constant switching 

frequency. Section 2 of the article explains the bi-

directional IHTQZSC configuration and working. 

Voltage gain, voltage stress, current stresses and power 

losses in the impedance network of high voltage gain ISC 

are presented in section 3. DC-link voltage control and 

grid current control are discussed in section 4. The 

performance of the converter providing reactive power 

support to the grid and the bi-directional power flow 

capability is illustrated with the SimPower System tool in 

MATLAB software, in section 5 of this paper. 

 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF IHTQZSC 
 

Impedance network consists inductors (L1, L2, L3 and L4), 

capacitors (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6) and bi-directional 

switches (S1, S2 and S3) inserted in between dc source and 

the VSC. The configuration of the bi-directional 

IHTQZSC is shown in Figure 1. Switches are introduced 

in place of diodes of [27], for allowing bi-directional 

power. For a VSC, the relation between peak AC voltage 

(vpeak) and the DC-link voltage (VDC) is expressed in 

Equation (1): 

DC
peak

V
v  = M

2
 (1) 

where M is modulation index. 

The converter steps-up the input voltage of the battery 

(VBat) for maintaining the required DC-link voltage VDC 

at PWM inverter and feeding power into the grid. 

Similarly, the converter steps-down the voltage VDC at 

the PWM rectifier to meet VBat and feeding the power 

into the DC source. Therefore, the converter operation is 

explained firstly as a PWM inverter with input voltage 

boost mode, and secondly, PWM rectifier with voltage 

buck mode. 

 

2. 1. STS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Inverter 
with Voltage Boost          The voltage boost operation is 

achieved with the insertion of STS in addition to nSTS. 

The converter undergoes shoot-through, at a time 

duration of dSTT for a switching cycle of time period T, 

so that the switches in the three legs are turned on 

simultaneously and it causes VDC=0. Hence the zero 

power, i.e., PGrid=0 transfers to the grid represented with 

dashed lines shown in Figure 2.  

Here dST is the shoot-through duty ratio. The switches 

S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are turned off in this mode. 

It allows capacitors to discharge energy into the 

inductors. The voltage across the inductors, switches, 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Circuit Diagram of IHTQZSC 
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Figure 2. IHTQZSC as PWM inverter in STS 

 

 

current through the diodes and capacitors are expressed 

in Equations (2) to (8): 

2 41 CL C Batv v v V= + + ; 2 1 4L C Cv v v= +  (2) 

3 3 6L C Cv v v= +  ;  4 3 5L C Cv v v= +  (3) 

1 1 2 4S C C Cv v v v= + +  ; 2 3 4S C Cv v v= +  (4) 

3 3 5 6S C C Cv v v v= + +  (5) 

1 2C Li i= −   ; 2 1C Li i= − ; 1 2 3 0S S Si i i= = =  (6) 

3 3 4( )C L Li i i= − + ; 4 1 2( )C L Li i i= − +  (7) 

5 3C Li i= −  ;  6 4C Li i= −  (8) 

 

2. 2. nSTS operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Inverter 
with Voltage Boost            General sinusoidal pulse 

width modulated (SPWM) signals are sent to the switches 

in the three legs of the converter at a time duration of (1-

dST)T. The switches S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are 

turned on to allow charging of the capacitors as shown in 

Figure 3.  

In nSTS mode, the energy from the dc source is fed 

into the grid.  Every switch in the converter has a duty 

ratio of (1-dST) in nSTS mode. The voltage across the 

inductors, diodes, current through the switches and 

capacitors are expressed in Equations (9) to (16): 

1 1L C Batv v v= − + ;    2 2L Cv v= − ; (9) 

 

 

 
Figure 3. IHTQZSC as PWM inverter in nSTS 

3 5L Cv v= − ;  4 6L Cv v= − ; 3 4DC C Cv v v= +  (10) 

1 2 3 0S S Sv v v= = =  (11) 

1 2 2 1 1L C L C Si i i i i+ = + =  (12) 

3 6 4 5 3L C L C Si i i i i+ = + =  (13) 

2 4 2 3 3 5 2L C C L C C Si i i i i i i+ − = + − =  (14) 

4 6 4C C L Coni i i i+ = − ;  (15) 

Con a a b b c ci S i S i S i= + +  (16) 

According to the volt-s and ampere-s balance 

principle the steady state voltage across capacitors and 

current through the inductors are expressed in Equations 

(17) to (23). Equation (1) has been expressed in terms of 

G in Equation (22). For a SBC [20], M=1- dST. Here ICon 

is the average current through the converter terminals and 

RL is the equivalent resistance about the power injected 

into the grid. 

1

1 -

(1 - 4 )

ST
 C Bat

ST

  3d
V  V

  d
=  (17) 

2 5 6
(1 - 4 )

ST
 C C C Bat

ST

d
V V V  V

  d
= = =  (18) 

4

2

(1 - 4 )

ST
 C Bat

ST

d
V  V

  d
=  (19) 

3

1

(1 - 4 )

ST
C Bat

ST

d
V V

  d

−
=  (20) 

1

(1 - 4 )
DC Bat

ST

V V
  d

= ;   ST
ST

1
B = 

(1 - 4d )
 (21) 

DC
peak

V
v  = G

2
; STG= MB  (22) 

1

1 2 3 4

1 -

(1 - 4 )

ST
 L Con

ST

 L L L L

  d
I  = I

  d

I I I I  = = =

;
(1 )ST DC

 Con
L

d V
I

R

−
=  (23) 

 

2. 3. STS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier 
with Voltage Buck Action          The VSC acts as a 

PWM rectifier. The DC-link voltage VDC is stepped down 

to meet the battery voltage VBat with power flowing from 

the grid to the battery. Reverse phenomena occur here, in 

comparison with section 2.1. Thereby the voltage across 
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the inductors and current through the capacitors are 

expressed with a negative sign compared with the 

equations represented in section 2.1. The insertion of STS 

provides voltage buck action. Figure 4 illustrates the STS 

operation of the converter, at a time duration of dCKT, 

makes the switches in the three legs are turned on 

simultaneously, causes VDC=0 and hence the zero power, 

i.e., PGrid=0 transfers to the battery from the grid 

represented with dashed lines. The switches S1, S2 and S3 

in the converter are turned off in this mode, allows the 

inductors to charge the capacitors.  

 

2. 4. nSTS Operation of IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier 
with Voltage Buck Action            Similar to section 2.2, 

switches S1, S2 and S3 in the converter are turned on, the 

energy from the grid is fed into the battery as well as the 

capacitors are discharging shown in Figure 5. Every 

switch in the converter has a duty ratio of (1-dCK). The 

voltage across the inductors and current through the 

capacitors are expressed with negative sign. The steady 

state voltage across capacitors, dc-link voltage and 

inductor currents are expressed in Equations (24) to (30). 

Here IBat is the current drawn by the DC source.  Both 

PWM inverter working and PWM rectifier working are 

accomplished with the insertion of STS for a time interval 

of dSTT or dCKT. Based on Equations (21) and (29),  

ST CKd =d . 

 

 

3. PARAMETER DESIGN OF IHTQZSC 
 

Voltage stress and current stress of every component in 

the configuration of the IHTQZSC are deduced for the 
 

 

 
Figure 4. IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier in STS operation 

 

 

design of active and passive components. The voltage 

and current stresses are equal in the converter while 

working as a PWM inverter or PWM rectifier since the 

shoot-through duty ratio values are equal. The values of 

capacitances expressed in Equations (31) and (32) are 

selected based on their voltage stress, which is maximum 

in STS. Hence the Equations (6) to (8) are considered for 

capacitance calculation by allowing a ripple percentage 

of rv in capacitor voltage.  

1 1 - ) C CK DCV  (   3d V=  (24) 

2 5 6   C C C CK DCV V V  =d V= =  (25) 

3 1 - 2 ) C CK DCV  (   d V=  (26) 

4 2 C CK DCV d V=  (27) 

1 - ) Bat CK DCV  (   4d V=  (28) 

 Bat CK DCV  B V= ;   CK CKB = (1 - 4d )  (29) 

1 2 3 4
1 -

(1 - 4 )

CK
 L L L L Bat Con

CK

  d
I I I I  =I I

  d
= = = =  (30) 

The current stress through the inductors is maximum 

in STS, hence Equations (2) and (3) are chosen for 

evaluating the inductance value by allowing a percentage 

current ripple of ri. Inductance value is expressed in 

Equation (33). Voltage stress across the switches and 

current stress in the switches are expressed in Equation 

(34). 

1

2 5 6

(1 - 4 )

(1 - 3 )

(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
 

v ST Bat S

ST Bat
   

v Bat S

d  d I
C  

r  d V f

 d I
C  C C

r V f
= =

=

=

 (31) 

3

4

(1 - 4 )

(1 - 2 )

0.5(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
 

v ST Bat S

ST Bat
 

v Bat S

d  d I
C  

r  d V f

 d I
C  

r V f

=

=

 (32) 

1 2 3 4

(1 - )

(1 - 4 )

ST ST Bat
    

i ST Bat S

d  d V
L  L L L

r  d I f
= = ==  (33) 

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

 S S S DC

  Sa Sb Sc Saa Sbb Scc DC

 S S S ST Con

Bat
  Sa Sb Sc Saa Sbb Scc

V V V  V

V V V V V V  V

I I I  B I

4I
I I V I I I  

= = =

= = = = = =

= = =

= = = = = =
 

(34) 

 

Figure 5. IHTQZSC as PWM Rectifier in nSTS operation 
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1 2 3 4ST L L L Li I I I I= + + +
 

(35) 

1

2 3

ST
Sa a

i
i i= +  (36) 

4

3 cos

Grid
peak

Bat

P
i

V M 
=  (37) 

The product of voltage and current stress provides peak 

switching device power (SDP) of the converter. Shoot-

through current and switch Sa current through the 

switches in the converter legs [28] is expressed in 

Equations (35) and (36). iSa has a maximum value when 

ia is at its peak value, expressed in Equation (37). The 

current through switch Sa has a peak current of either iSa 

or ipeak. Total SDP of IHTQZSC is sum of the SDP of the 

switches in the converter and expressed in Equation (38): 

 6 max1 1 2 2 3 3SDP V I V I V I V i or iS S S S S S DC Sa peak= + + +  (38) 

 

3. 1. Power Losses         The total power losses in the 

impedance network are due to the losses in inductors, 

capacitors and switches. Power loss in the inductors and 

capacitors are given in Equations (39) and (40). rind, rcap 

and rd are the internal resistances of the inductors, 

capacitors and the switches. ton and toff are the turn on and 

turn off transition times of the switches at a switching 

frequency of fs. The Ohmic losses and switching losses 

in the impedance network and converter legs are 

expressed in Equations (41) and (44).   

2 2 24(1 )ind ST ST Con indP d B I r= −  (39) 

212
(1 )

ST
Cap Bat cap

ST

d
P I r

d
=

−
 (40) 

2 2 2
1 2 3( )Nw ohm S rms S rms S rms DP I I I r− = + +  (41) 

1 1 2 2 3 3( )
2

on off
Nw turn S S S S S S s

t t
P V I V I V I f−

+
= + +  (42) 

2
2

, 2 2 2

(1 )16 16

9 9 cosL1

Grid ST
inv sw rms ST

Bat

P d
I d I

G V 
−

−
= +  (43) 

 

3. 2. Comparative Analysis with other High 
Voltage Gain ISC           The voltage boost factor (BST), 

maximum voltage and current stress in the converter 

elements and peak SDP are preferred for the 

identification of the competence of IHTQZSC with 

another high voltage gain ISC. It has been noticed that 

IHTQZSC provides a wider voltage gain compared with 

other higher voltage gain ISC with a lower shoot-through 

duty ratio has shown in Figure 6(a). The maximum value 

of the capacitor voltage stress of IHTQZSC is lower than 

the voltage stress reported in literature [14, 15] at higher 

voltage gain requirements. Except Zhu et al. [12] 

reported that the remaining converters have an equal 

amount of maximum inductor current stress listed in 

Table 1. IHTQZSC has a lower switch current stress 

compared with current stress in the switches reported by 

Jagan et al. [14] and Zhu et al. [15]. The proposed 

converter has a lower value of maximum voltage stress 

in the switches of the impedance network. IHTQZSC has 

a nearer SDP value considered by Jagan et al. [14] and 

Zhu et al. [15] are shown in Figure 6(b). 

2
2

2 2 2

(1 )16 16
6

9 9 cos

Grid ST
inv sw ST Bat d

Bat

P d
P d I r

G V 
−

 − 
= + 

  

 (44) 

6
3 2

on offST
inv turn DC S

t tI
P V f−

+
=  (45) 

 

 
TABLE 1. Voltage and Current Stress of IHTQZSC 

 [12] [13] [14] [15] Pst - IHTQZSC 

VCMax

VBat
 (1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  STB  - )ST ST STd (2  d B  (3 2 )ST ST STd d B−  1 - )ST ST(   2d B  

ILMax

ICon
 (1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  1 - )ST ST(   d B  

ISMax

ICon
 STB  1 - )ST ST(   d B  STB  STB  STB  

VSMax

VBat
 

STB

(1 ) / (1 )ST ST STB  -d  +d  

/ (1 )ST ST STB d  +d  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

ST STd B  

1 - )ST ST(   d B  

STB  

VSMAX, VCMAX   Maximum voltage in switch and capacitors;  ILMAX, ILMAX  Maximum current through switches and  inductors 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Power loss variation with G (b) SDP variation 

with G 

 

 

The converters reported by Jagan et al. [14], Zhu et 

al. [15] and IHTQZSC are having very nearer voltage 

gain and an equal amount of inductor maximum current 

stress. The maximum current stress and voltage stress in 

the switches of IHTQZSC are lower than other 

converters. IHTQZSC has lower SDP compared with 

reported data by Nozadian eta l. [13] Jagan et al [14] and 

has a very nearer SDP value compared with data reported 

by Zhu et al. [12] and Zhu et al. [15]. Hence the power 

losses are considered for highlighting the significance of 

IHTQZSC, plotted in Figure 6(a). It has been verified that 

IHTQZSC has a lower power loss compared to data 

reported by Jagan et al. [14] and Zhu et al. [15] among 

high voltage gain non-coupled ISC. 

 

 

4. CONTROL METHOD 
 

CSF-PC controller is utilizing for the controlling of 

IHTQZSC [27] as shown in Figure 7. The converter has 

been controlled on DC-side of the converter to attain a 

constant DC-link voltage VDC. But VDC has been varying 

from zero to a peak value. Hence it can be challenging to 

control direct VDC. That’s why VDC has been expressed 

as a sum of VC3 and VC4. The DC-link voltage VDC is 

regulated with a PI controller. The bode diagram in 

dotted line shown in Figure 11 represents a negative gain 

margin and phase margin due to RHP zero makes the  
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Figure 7. Grid-Tied IHTQZSC with CSF-PC 

 

 

uncompensated system becomes unstable. With the 

proper selection of parameters kp=0.0003 and ki=0.02 in 

PI controller, bode diagram for the compensated system 

represented in solid line in Figure 7 exhibits system 

stability.  

PC is implemented for grid current tracking by 

predicting the two orthogonal voltage vectors. Here RS is 

considered for the filter resistance and VCon is the voltage 

across the converter. vabc and iabc are grid voltage and 

currents. The grid current equation is expressed in 

Equation (46). The predicted grid current during a 

sampling time of TS with Euler’s approximation is 

represented in αβ reference frame in Equation (47).  

abc
S S abc Con abc

di
L R i v v

dt
= − + −  (46) 

( )( 1) 1- ( ) ( ) - ( ),
R T TS s si k i k v k v kg g Con g
L LS S

   
 

+ = + 
 
 

 (47) 

( )

( )

2
*

2
*

( 1) - ( 1) ;

( 1) - ( 1)

g g

g g

C  C C 

C i k   i k

C i k   i k

 

  

  

= +

= + +

= + +

 (48) 

*
r r

2
(P )

3
g ef g ef gi v Q v  = +  (49) 

*
r r

2
(P )

3
g ef g ef gi v Q v  = −  (50) 

The quadratic cost function is defined for identifying the 

optimal switching vectors mentioned in Equation (48).  
*

gi   and 
*

gi   are the reference values of grid current, 

evaluated by considering the required amount of active 

and reactive powers Pref and Qref injected or consumed 

from the grid, respectively. The predicted orthogonal 

voltage vectors 
*

Con,v   and 
*

Con,v   are obtained with the 

maxima-minima concept represented in Equation (51).  
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- ; 1 ( ) ( ) ( 1)

- ; 1 ( ) ( ) ( 1)

* *
,

* *
,

L R T T
v A A i k v k i k

T L L

L R T T
v B B i k v k i k

T L L

S S S S
Con g g g

S S S

S S S S
Con g g g

S S S

   

   

 
 = = − + − +
 
 

 
 = = − + − +
 
 

 (51) 

VDC has been controlled with PI controller by generating 

dST and the four-quadrant operation of power is 

controlled with the implementation of PC for grid current 

tracking by generating 
*

Con,v   and 
*

Con,v  . These optimal 

voltage vectors send the modulating signals to the SBC 

along with dST from the PI controller. Constant switching 

frequency is obtained with the use of a modulator in the 

SBC controller, operates the converter in STS and nSTS 

mode.   
 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Performance of IHTQZSC has been analysed during the 

four-quadrant power control with MATLAB Simulink 

results. The direction of iabc is considered positive when 

the converter acts as PWM rectifier feeding power into 

the DC source. The system parameters are - Inductance 

1mH, Capacitance 470µf, switching frequency 10kHz, 

grid voltage 220Vrms, grid inductance 15mH, input 

voltage 200V and sampling time of 25µs. 

Active power (P) and reactive power (Q) along with 

iabc and vabc are chosen grid side parameters for the 

identification of the converter response. VBat, VC3, VDC 

and inductor current or DC source current IL1 are 

considered as DC side parameters.  

QI , QII, QIII and QIV are quadrants  

Figure 8 shows the response of the converter while 

operating in QI, consumes P of 1000W at unity power 

factor (upf) up to 0.4s and afterward absorbs Q of 

1000VAr. It means the converter acts as a PWM rectifier 

and provides VAr support to the grid. Hence the peak of 

iabc has been changed to 5.23A from 3.7A. The controller 

affords a quick response from the converter with a change 

in Q. The converter draws a DC source current of 5A at 

VBat of 200V and maintaining VC3 at and 306.6V, VDC at 

413V. The converter shifts its operation from QI to QIV at 

0.6s with a change in Q from 1000VAr to -750VAr. Such 

that, iabc has been changed its peak value from 5.23A to 

4.63A. The DC source side parameter values are 

continued without any variation as there is no change in 

VBat observed in Figure 9. 

After 0.8 s, the converter acts as a PWM Inverter 

change its operation from QIV to QIII with a change in P 

from 1000W to -2000W as well as change in Q from -

750VAr to -500VAr. The response of the converter is 

shown in Figure 10. The peak of iabc has been changed 

from 4.63A to 7.63A. The DC source current IL1 has been 

shifted to 10A with a change in P. A sudden shift in P 

caused a small voltage dip in VC3 and VDC of the 

converter and restored within a single cycle. The 
 

 
Figure 8. Response of IHTQZSC working in QI 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Response of IHTQZSC during QI to QIV 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Response of IHTQZSC during QIV to QIII 

 

 

converter shifts its operation from QIII to QII after 1 s due 

to a change in Q from -500VAr to 1200VAr. iabc has been 

changed its peak value to 8.63A from 7.63A as shown in 

Figure 11. The DC source side parameters are continued, 

with constant VBat. 

The transition of converter operation from QII to QI 

occurred at 1.2s observed in Figure 12, with the change 

in Q from 1200VAr to zero VAr. Simultaneously VBat has 

been reduced to 125V from 200V. With the change in 

VBat along with Q change, iabc, iL1, VC3, and VDC  of the 

converter are disturbed for a period of three cycles and 

restored back to steady-state with the values at 7.4A, 

10A, 281V and 438.2V, respectively. The impact of 

converter voltage gain and the power drawn from the 

converter on efficiency is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 11. Response of IHTQZSC during QIII to QII 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Response of IHTQZSC during QII to QI 

 

 

 
Figure 13. The efficiency variation of IHTQZSC 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

IHTQZSC ensures a wider range of voltage gain, among 

other high voltage gains ISC does not need any switching 

capacitors or charge pump cells. The voltage stress in the 

switching devices, capacitors, the current stress in the 

inductors and switching devices are deduced in this 

paper. The worthiness of the converter has been 

commended by comparing the voltage stress and current 

stress, peak SDP and power losses in the present 

converter with another high gain ISC. The converter has 

been working in all four quadrants, by injecting or 

consuming both active and reactive powers with the use 

of a predictive controller implemented for grid current 

tracking with a good dynamic response with the change 

in dc source voltage as well as grid power. With the 

ability of bi-directional power control, high voltage gain, 

lower voltage stress and current stress in the converter 

elements with lesser peak SDP, the converter can be 

utilized in electric vehicles, energy storage systems, and 

in hybrid energy source systems. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
گیرند. سازی انرژی مورد استفاده قرار می های انرژی تجدیدپذیر با استفاده از سیستم ذخیرههای قدرت دو جهته برای مدیریت مؤثر انرژی الکتریکی موجود مرتبط با سیستم مبدل

ن هیچ خازن سوئیچ یا سلول پمپ شارژ ارائه می دهد. در این در این مقاله پیشنهاد شده است که افزایش ولتاژ بالاتری را بدو  z (IHTQZSC)مبدل هیبریدی سه شبه منبع  

تک    DC↔ACبرای کاربردهای انتقال قدرت و کنترل دو جهته در نظر گرفته شده است. مبدل افزایش ولتاژ گسترده ای را در یک سیستم تبدیل توان    IHTQZSCمقاله  

در مقایسه با دیگر مبدل های  مرحله ای با لحظه های تیراندازی کمتر تضمین می کند. صلاحیت مبدل با تنش ولتاژ، تنش جریان، توان دستگاه سوئیچینگ پیک و تلفات توان  

ده است. کنترل توان چهار ربعی با کنترل کننده پیش بینی فرکانس افزایش ولتاژ بالا تحسین شده است. تأثیر افزایش ولتاژ و توان گرفته شده توسط مبدل بر بازده توضیح داده ش

کنترل می شود و یک کنترل کننده پیش بینی برای ردیابی جریان شبکه استفاده می شود. کار دو   PIمبدل با یک کنترل کننده    DC-linkسوئیچینگ ثابت به دست می آید. ولتاژ  

 .ن داده شده استنشا MATLAB/Simulinkطرفه مبدل با نرم افزار 
 


